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HIGHLIGHTS
RTI® Connext™  DDS fully conforms to 

the Object Management Group Data 

Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems 

(OMG DDS) middleware standard and 

provides a full featured data bus for 

implementation of the UCS Architecture.

UCS and RTI
DATASHEET

OVERVIEW

The UCS Architecture uses an open business model with 
an Open Architecture (OA) based on Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) principles. By prioritizing interoperability 
as a primary business attribute and specifying interoperability 
guidelines, it promotes innovation and competition for  
systems capability across large and small businesses. It 
also increases collaborative efforts and reduces the total 
ownership costs of interoperability projects.

The U.S. Government owns this model and all related 
architecture and environment transformations. UCS deliber-
ately avoids specifying an implementation framework or 
approach. However, to date, all UCS implementations, 
including the initial work package created by five major  
system integrators, have used RTI Connext DDS as the 
infrastructure bus. 

Since the inception of UCS in 2009, RTI has been integral 
to the development of the architecture specification and 
implementation patterns to best promote interoperable 
systems. Staff from RTI have served as the chair of the data 

Promotes interoperability as the primary business attribute

Encourages decoupling across time and space

Provides infrastructure products to support system 
integrators

Uses DDS to ensure standards compliance

Drives business innovations, such as the RTI Infrastructure 
Community model

Describes over 150 application services with extensible 
architecture

model working group, chair of the implementation platform 
elements subcommittee (subcommittee 3), chief engineer of 
interoperability, and varous other leadership roles.

In addition to providing model and architecture expertise to 
UCS through its working group, RTI has also developed the 
capability to transform the UCS model and architecture into 
DDS-specific implementations. 

RTI Connext DDS is a low resource usage, high performance 
and DO-178C Level A certifiable method of seamlessly 
implementing both the content and context specifications of 
the UCS model. Connext DDS not only covers both message 
structure (Interface Definition Language - IDL) and context,  
it is also uniquely suited to support nonfunctional properties 
via Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities. 

The breadth of UCS includes safety and IA elements, use cases, 
service decomposition and specifications and interface and 
message specifications. It also provides a rigorous process for 
documenting messages, enabling enhanced interoperability 
between different protocols.
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Figure 1. RTI Connext and UCS

Real-Time Innovations (RTI) is the largest software framework provider for smart machines and real-world systems.  
The company’s RTI Connext® product enables intelligent architecture by sharing information in real time, making large  
applications work together as one.

With over 1,500 deployments, RTI software runs the largest power plants in North America, connects perception to control in 
vehicles, coordinates combat management on US Navy ships, drives a new generation of medical robotics, controls hyperloop 
and flying cars, and provides 24/7 medical intelligence for hospital patients and emergency victims.

RTI is the best in the world at connecting intelligent, distributed systems. These systems improve medical care, make our roads 
safer, improve energy use, and protect our freedom.

RTI is the leading vendor of products compliant with the Object Management Group® (OMG) Data Distribution Service™ (DDS) 
standard. RTI is privately held and headquartered in Sunnyvale, California with regional headquarters in Spain and Singapore.

Download a free 30-day trial of the latest, fully-functional Connext DDS software today: https://www.rti.com/downloads.
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